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Head Teacher’s Comment
I do not know how the time flies so quickly. We are entering May and are now well into the
summer term. Our newsletter reflects some of the wonderful things we are undertaking in
school. What struck me this week is that if I were to look at this, I may be forgiven for
forgetting that we have recently returned from lockdown. The whole school have adapted
so well, settling in and working together. We are offering a full range of all subjects and are
identifying gaps in learning. This enables us to support the children in achieving their agerelated expectations.
It is wonderful looking out of the window and seeing so many classes learning outside the
classroom. Studies show that children that use the outside learning environment retain 20%
more than those restricted to indoor learning alone. Well that will certainly help us after
two lock downs. Just seeing happy engaged children would have been enough for me!
The children have embraced our new topic The Deep Blue and are so passionate about the
pollution. We will be developing this further as a long-term project and want to look at
introducing cotton school bags, recyclable/ recycled lunch boxes and we are purchasing a
food composter for the return of hot meals. We would like to see canvas bags rather than
rucksacks and refillable water bottles.
If any one has expertise or connections that will support this please do contact me. David
Attenborough was busy! (yes I did try)
With the weather heating up please remember suitable hats and sun cream for the children,
sun safety is especially important.
I also have a plea for anyone who may have access or can drive a digger as we want to get
the Zen garden started during the good weather.

School Values
Our focus value for the month of April is Honesty
Being honest is telling the truth about what actually happened, based on facts and real events. Telling
the whole truth, is not leaving out parts in order to hide something or change the context of what you
are saying.
There are many different ways that we can be seen to be honest. Being honest helps us feel better
about ourselves, as we aim to keep a clear conscience and be viewed as trustworthy.
Here are five different ways we can show honesty.
1. Think before you speak.
2. Say what you mean and mean what you say.
3. Communicate in an open and honest way.
4. Simplify your statements so that everyone clearly understands your message.
5. Say things as they are rather than embellishing or not being transparent.
Over the month of April, we will be looking at different ways we can show honesty.
We can achieve this by going through fun activities at school like role plays and hot seat challenges.
Below is an honesty story you can share with your children.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvquJ1hm7nI
On behalf of The Downley School I hope you all a lovely holiday and stay safe.
Mr. Rushant
Values Lead

Reception
We have begun our new topic of The Deep Blue with a real splash. On our first day back the children
arrived at the door to see that school had become an ocean school and they needed to swim inside.
They have been working so hard that they have barely come up for air.
The children have had lots of opportunities to explore various aspects of the ocean. They experimented
by mixing blue, green, white and a touch of black to create an ocean picture that shows how the colour
of the water in the oceans gets darker as it gets deeper.

They watched parts of a documentary about ocean life and learned about all the creatures who live in
the ocean and how they survive. They then used their new knowledge to write some wonderful
sentences about a selection of ocean pictures.

In our maths sessions, the children have been learning about money and coins and have been to visit
our very own seaside shop to experience using coins to buy things and are learning a sea shanty.
They are studying ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ and our Quality Central Text – a non-fiction book, called
‘The Big Book of the Blue’. The children are writing facts about the inhabitants of the ocean and using
their kung fu grammar to remember capital letters, finger spaces and full stops.
The children have also had fun taking shark pictures of each other, making sparkly starfish with cheerios
and glitter and drawing the Deep Blue on a large scale using chalk.

Year 1
Year one are so excited to be back after spring break and ready to learn! The weather has been fantastic
which has allowed us to spend most of our day learning outside the classroom. The children have been
engaged in lots of different activities throughout the week, their favourite being the water tray!

In maths, we have been learning about time. We have looked at the timetable of our day at school and
what happens earlier in the day and later in the day. We did lots of activities to help us learn about time.
We drew pictures of our day, we did time matching games, we timed ourselves doing a fitness challenge
to see who was fastest and started to talk about how many seconds are in a minute and how many
minutes are in an hour.

Our whole school topic for this term is ‘The Deep Blue’. To introduce the topic, the children have been
reading the book ‘The Snail and the Whale’ as our quality central text. We have read the story and started
to do some activities based around the story during our discovery time. Our topic is focused on pollution
in the ocean which fits in nicely with our Science topic. We are learning about materials and their
properties. We will begin to look at plastic and how plastic pollution is damaging our oceans. During
Earth Day, we took part in a quiz looking at the ocean and ocean pollution and we were fascinated by
the results.
During English, the children have been learning how to add the suffix ‘ed’ to a word to change it to the
past tense. We also wrote sentences using the conjunction word ‘and’. We have been using the story of
‘The Snail and the Whale’ to help with our learning.

This term, we get to join Mrs. Martin for our music lessons. To link with our topic, we started to learn a
sea shanty and used percussion instruments to tap out the beat. We did this outside on the
Amphitheatre and it was so much fun!

Year 2
It has been a busy and exciting start to the summer term. The children have come back enthusiastic about
their learning. Please review our Twitter page to find out what children are learning on a weekly basis.
Did you know the blue whale is the biggest creature on earth? The children started by reading our new
Quality Central Text, The Big Blue Whale by Nicola Davis, to find out about this marine creature. Ask them
some facts about the blue whale. To explore different aspects of this sea creature, the children used hard
boiled eggs and wet soap to find out what their skin feels like, they then went on to write a description
about it.
It has been very hands on in maths this week. The children read measures, compared measures and drew
measures to learn about capacity. The different activities meant children gained a good understanding of
how liquids are measured. Ask them how many milliliters are in a litre and half a litre.

Year 2 are going to be developing their fine motor skills over the next few weeks during DT as we will be
designing and sewing our own sea creature using felt, sewing needles and thread. We explored the
different types of puppets and the materials you can use to create our creature.

William Morris is the selected artist for this term. The children compared his work in class and discussed
the similarities and differences before creating their own pictures outside in the sunshine. The children
recreated a beautiful landscape picture on a 10cm x 10cm square in their books.

We have started tennis in PE this term and the children will be working on improving their underarm throw,
catching and batting the tennis ball correctly and understand the rules of tennis.

Year 3
The children have had a great return to school after the Easter Holiday and have enjoyed starting our
new school theme of ‘The Deep Blue’. They have had an exciting start to our new topic, including some
time in the imagination studio to learn about different layers of the ocean.

On Monday, we started our new fiction book ‘Whale Boy’ in the Broken Oak, which included some
fantastic descriptions. The children have started to create some amazing subordinate clauses about the
places they heard about and have created a whole class illustration of the fictional setting ‘Rose Town,
Liberty’.

The children also got to play in their very own mini oceans! The trays outside year 3 were set up to
include seaweed, water, shells and sea creatures for the children to explore. They especially enjoyed
the smelly, squelchy seaweed and it lead to lots of interesting discussions on what the beach is like and
what their favourite animals are! Later in the week, the children got to show how much they had
learnt about subordinate conjunctions and clauses outside, as there were different conjunctions
floating in water instead of sea creatures!

Year 3 had lots of fun creating collages based on Henri Matisse’s artwork. They looked at some of the
different paintings and collages that Matisse was famous for and then made their own underwater
collages out of green and blue tissue paper. They even added in animal silhouettes. Lots of the children
tried to recreate some of the layers of the ocean in our work, just like they had learnt about earlier in
the week in the Imagination Studio

Year 4
It has been lovely to welcome the children back after a restful Easter break. For the summer term, the whole school
topic is ‘The Deep Blue’ with a special focus on marine pollution. Our new quality centred text for this term is Song of
the Dolphin Boy by Elizabeth Laird. We had a really exciting discussion about littering and how plastic can be hurtful
to marine wildlife. We came up with some really interesting predictions about what will happen in our book!

In English, we have been creating setting descriptions of a Seaside village, Stromhead, based on our QCT. The children
have enjoyed being creative and using their own memories from trips to the seaside to help be as descriptive as they
can. It made us all very excited to get back to the beach! We look forward to sharing some more cross-curricular work
over the term so do look out for our Tweets.
We have been consolidating some of our number work Maths from the Spring Term so we can be proficient at using all
formal methods of operation e.g. column addition, subtraction and multiplication as well as short division. This week
we have also revisited decimals and dividing numbers by 10/100.
In Geography, we were exploring different weather patterns around the world. The children enjoyed working in groups
using laptops and atlases to research different weather patterns. We found out some really interesting facts and it lead
to some interesting discussions.

This term in PE (on Mondays and Wednesdays), we are starting rounders and athletics – we have been discussing
different field and track events and practising our under and over-arm throwing techniques and when is the best to use
them.
We have also practised singing some songs in Spanish to revisit our knowledge of greetings, numbers and colours.
Please ask the children what words they can tell you!

In PSHE, we started our Health and Wellbeing topic our first lesson we talked about the importance of having a
healthy and balanced lifestyle. This involved a discussion about why it is so important to visit the dentist and
what would happen if we didn’t visit regularly, this was a good opportunity for us to recap on what we learnt
when we were learning about Teeth in Science.

Year 5
Welcome back! We all hope you had a wonderful Spring break and enjoyed the sunshine. Hopefully you
managed to relax and have some quality family time together. As we are sure you are aware our new immersive
theme is “The Deep Blue” This will involve so much irresistible learning over the next few months, we are bound
to crave a trip to the sea by July!
This week the children have been starting to create some beautiful art work with watercolours. The children
have been asked to create a display of Deep Blue inspirational learning for the front entrance. The photographs
below demonstrate an example of the amazing efforts. The finished result is very effective where you picture a
graceful oceanic creature enjoying the depths of the deep blue, with the glistening sunshine above.

We have started reading Kensuke’s Kingdom for our quality central text in English, this novel fits in beautifully
with our whole school theme ‘The Deep Blue’. The grammar that we have been focusing on are modal verbs and
expanded noun phrases. The children have also been using inferencing and prediction skills to infer the
characters feelings and to use evidence to support, prediction and to justify their answers. These skills aid the
children in gaining and in depth understanding of the text. We have also been looking at how the author has
developed the characters and setting, so that they can apply this to their Narrative writing.

This week the children have started their new physical education sport, Netball. This week’s lesson introduced
the fundamental rules within the sport and provided them with an opportunity to practice the three different
passes “Chest Pass”, “Bounce Pass” and the “Shoulder Pass”. The children learned the importance of balance,
foot position and pivoting while practising their social, communication and teamwork skills.

Year 6
We hope you all had a happy and restful Easter break, especially as more restrictions were lifted and we were able to
get out a little more. We have heard from many children how excited they are to be back in school and they have
certainly settled in quickly.
We have been extremely lucky with the weather this week. The children have been enjoying the spring sunshine. A few
of our year 6 children created their own mini garden on the field. Thank you to our Outdoor Prefects for coming up
with this lovely idea. We are incredibly fortunate to have such enthusiastic children in our year group, with a vast array
of skills.

This week Year 6 have been looking at arithmetic involving adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing decimals. They
then had a go at answering some challenging word problems. The children also played a few maths games involving
decimals.
In English, we have started reading ‘The Boy Who Met a Whale’ – a thrilling adventure story, set in Sri Lanka, which
links to our topic ‘The Deep Blue’. We looked at the features of writing to persuade and then the children applied this
learning in their written work. In Geography, we have been studying the map of Sri Lanka using atlases and research.

The children have been looking at the beauty of the world around them in R.E and Art. They explored ways to help
protect the environment and had discussions about sea pollution. The children went litter picking in school, finding
plastic objects. In Art, the children planned their own endangered animal art where they will include plastic they
could reuse. Here is an example of the child’s plans.

In Science, the children have been planning their own investigations using Skittles, fizzy drink and water. They are ready
to get started on their experiments next week.
We have lots more exciting learning opportunities planned for the children and hope that they will have an enjoyable
term ahead.

Family Worker
In this newsletter I wanted to let you know about a fantastic organisation called Young Carers Bucks.
Young Carers Bucks is a carer’s service who supports children and young people aged 5-16 years’ old who care for a
family member who has:








physical disability (including sensory impairment).
learning disability.
long-term illness, with clear diagnosis.
terminal illness.
mental illness, with clear diagnosis.
drug or alcohol dependency.
or who is elderly.

The cared for person may be a parent, sibling or another relative living in the same household. The child or young
person does not necessarily have to be providing ‘hands on’ care to be recognised as a young carer. Even if there are
services in place and other members of the family are helping with the care, the emotional impact and restrictions due
to illness or disability can still have an enormous effect on the young carer. Sometimes the impact of having a sibling
with an illness or disability can impact the Young Carer by making it tricky to have friends over after school, for example,
and perhaps they face trying to manage difficulties with your sibling’s behaviour. Also when a young person looks after
someone in their family, whatever the care needs, he or she may need extra support to help them get the most out of
school. This organisation does not just support Young Carers whose family members are physically impaired but also
those children whose family member might face mental health illnesses such as depression, bipolar disorder, posttraumatic stress and anxiety.
The Young Carers organisation can support children in a variety of ways:








regular clubs and activities
one-to-one support where needed
someone to talk to who understands
targeted group work
information, advice and signposting
opportunity to meet with other young carers

support in schools

Please see their website link http://www.youngcarersbucks.org/news-events/ Club nights are a fun, social
opportunity where young carers can meet up in age appropriate groups in a safe and relaxed atmosphere, with access
to games, computers, table tennis, football, pool etc. They run craft and cooking activities and a meal is provided. The
external activities and sessions for children are planned on a weekly/fortnightly basis. As this information is only
shared with Young Carers that are registered with them, I would encourage any parent/carer to contact either myself
or the organisation directly for further information as to how to register your child/ren with them.
Young Carers also support a school’s project to allow trained ambassadors, such as myself, to run groups within school
time to support, nurture and provide a chance for Young Carer pupils to socialise with other Young carers within their
school. I am very much hoping to start a group later this academic year, when covid restrictions allow for greater
movement across our bubbles. If you feel your child has a caring role for someone in your family, then please feel free
to chat to me at the school gate or drop me an email at fsw@thedownleyschool.co.uk so I can then add your child/ren
to the list to invite them to our first Young Carers group once it starts running. I would also be grateful if you could
contact me if your child/ren have attended groups previously at the school to ensure they continue to be included in
our records, as it has now been a while since they have run.
You may also find the link to Carers UK useful https://www.carersuk.org/help-and-advice/practical-support/gettingcare-and-support/young-carers-and-carers-of-children-under-18

Outdoor Learning
The children have been busy
learning outside in all of the lovely
sunshine we have been having.
But they’re not the only ones busy!
We have spotted ducks and
pheasants nesting on site, the kites
repairing their nest, sexton beetles
and slow worms to name but a
few!
We are lucky to have a few bluebells coming
out in the dell at school. These amazing little
flowers are a globally endangered species,
but luckily the Chiltern Hills are a stronghold
for them. It is therefore very important we
look after them and don’t pick them or dig
them up. If your children want to pick some
flowers, maybe you could encourage them
to pick some garden dandelions or daisies?

In the last newsletter I showed you sycamore and
ash flowers, this time it’s the turn of the beech
tree. Look at the photo to the left and you will see
the yellow fluffy pom-poms, these are the male
flowers. The bright red hairy cactus type flower in
the middle of the photo is the female flower.
There are lots of beech woods around Downley,
maybe if you’re out on a walk this weekend you
could go hunting for some hairy leaved beech trees
with their funny flowers, or even some lovely
scented bluebells?

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.
Whole School Attendance 03.09.2020 – 30.04.2021 – 97.30%
Whole School Attendance - W/C 19th April 2021 – 97.91%
Whole School Attendance - W/C 26th April 2021 – 97.11%

School Office
Inset Day
There will be a staff training day on Monday 7th June 2021. The school will be closed to all pupils.
Absences
All absences need to be reported to the school office via the school absence line for every day that your
child is absent. If your family are self-Isolating, please notify the school office of your initial date and
final date of isolation. Please be advised routine appointments during school hours will not be
authorised.
Drop off and Collection
Please adhere to your designated drop off and collection times as we have had some early and late
arrivals and collections. To ensure a socially distant entrance and exit of the school premises it is
important that you arrive and leave at the timings given.
Bikes & Scooters
A Polite reminder - pupils should not ride bikes or scooters whilst on the school site.
Late Items
We are unable to accept late items via the office unless there are extenuating circumstance. If your child
forgets their water bottle they will be provided with a cup. If your child forgets their reading record, they
will need to return it on the Friday of the next week. We appreciate your support with this.
Please do not enter the school foyer unless there is an emergency that you need assistance with. With
any non-urgent queries please email office@thedownleyschool.co.uk or call the office on 01494 527033.

The Downley School Diary – 2020/2021
Please Note: Some dates are provisional and subject to change.
May 2021
Monday 3rd May
Bank Holiday – School closed to all pupils
st
th
Monday 31 May – Friday 4
Half Term Break
June
June 2021
Monday 7th June
Inset Day
July 2021
Tuesday 6th July
Common Transition Day
Wednesday 22nd July –Monday
Summer Holiday
st
31 August
September 2021 – New Academic Year
Tuesday 1st September
Inset Day

